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Construction begins on new fitness center Aldermen
propose
community
on Lamar
LYNDY BERRYHILL

thedmnews@gmail.com
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Construction for the new recreational center began this week. The South Campus Recreation Center will open in the fall 2018 semester. The 98,000-square-foot
space will include an indoor high-ropes courses, functional training zones, indoor climbing wall, three fitness studios, two basketball courts, two fields for intramural sports and more.

Within 15 years, Oxford could
have a new neighborhood to accommodate city growth.
The Oxford Board of Aldermen had the first reading of a
proposed ordinance Tuesday
night that would rezone 48 vacant acres near the intersection
of Molly Barr Road and North
Lamar Boulevard. The land
would be rezoned as a part of the
new Traditional Neighborhood
Development, a component of
the Vision 2037 Comprehensive Plan to accommodate the
city’s projected growth.
“The overall neighborhood,
we believe, can become a successful new community where
Oxford residents can live, work
and play,” City Planner Judy
Daniel said at Tuesday’s Board
of Aldermen meeting.
Daniel said that if the development is approved, the
neighborhood would be a mixture of housing units featuring
single family homes, duplexes,
triplexes and cottage homes.
First-level businesses would
also feature loft apartments.

SEE CITY PAGE 3

State suspends local business’s liquor license
BRIANA FLOREZ

thedmnews@gmail.com

Mississippi Alcoholic Beverage Control has suspended
the alcoholic beverage permit
of Rooster’s Blues House, a
popular bar and hangout spot
for Ole Miss students, from 10
a.m. Feb. 20 to 10 a.m. March
20.
ABC allegedly found the bar
in violation of the local option
laws. Rooster’s sought to dispute this accusation, and as a
result, the bar and ABC came
to a settlement of a 28-day suspension.
According to the Mississippi

Department of Revenue, ABC
Enforcement is responsible for
maintaining fair and equitable
enforcement of the local option
laws, the prohibition laws and
state beer laws in Mississippi.
The Encyclopedia of Chicago defines “local option” as a
general term for laws that enable voters to decide if or how
alcohol will be sold in their
communities. Mississippi law
requires counties to decide if
they will “opt in” for the sale of
alcoholic beverages. Lafayette
County is a “wet” county.
Rooster’s Blues House owner Scott Michael released a
statement regarding the suspension:

“ABC took disciplinary action
against Rooster’s as a result of
alleged violations of local option law. Rooster’s denied the
alleged violations, appealed
this disciplinary action and
sought to have it overturned.
Both parties maintained and
continue to maintain that
their respective positions are
correct; however, the parties
agreed to this suspension to
settle the matter.”
This is not the first time ABC
has suspended a local bar’s alcoholic beverage permit. Rowdy Rebs, another bar on the
square, had its alcohol permit

SEE ROOSTER’S PAGE 3
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Rooster’s Blues House’s alcoholic beverage permit is suspended until March
20, 2017.
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Why do we enforce national borders so rigidly?

FRANCISCO HERNANDEZ
thedmopinion@gmail.com

I realize it is idealistic and
perhaps unrealistic to dream
of a world without borders,
but at least I think we should
consider why we even restrict
immigration in the first place.
If we all live on the same
Earth and belong to the
same species, why is our free

movement being restricted?
If trade is making the global
economy increasingly connected, why are workers still
highly confined to their country of birth?
The two main reasons for
immigration regulations arise
from nationalist arguments
that have been dominant for
decades.
Political leaders around
the world restrict immigration because they consider it
a potential threat to the jobs
of natives and because they
fear the crime immigrants allegedly bring.
On the surface, it might
make sense to protect the well
being of a country with these
policies. Deep down, however, these restrictions are inherently discriminatory.
By restricting the free
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movement of citizens from
other countries, we are basically denying their right to relocate wherever they choose
to in a planet that we all share
and exclusively on the basis of
their country of origin.
Still, this situation would
not be as much of a problem
without the vast inequality
among countries. In this context, immigration regulations
are in place to keep poverty
and low wages localized in
what we now call “developing
nations.”
Many of those same regions
would have benefited greatly
from similar immigration restrictions against colonizing
nations 500 years ago.
Many economists agree
that free migration would
allow for an increase in the
world’s output as a whole and
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be blamed on former colonizers.
Although global politics
seems to be heading toward
greater restrictions, there
are still reasons for hope for
dreamers like me. International programs at universities, such as the one here at
the University of Mississippi,
are great examples.
The push for freer migration will have to come from
us, the younger generation.
After all, we could be the first
generation to which world
equality and peace are not visionary dreams but attainable
goals.
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that it would greatly reduce
inequality across borders.
It is not as if open borders would result in an uncontrolled influx of migrant
workers. Language and qualifications would still present
significant barriers.
However, the assumption
that we, as citizens of wherever we are from, are more worthy of jobs than foreigners is
far too strong.
Concerning crime, I think
it is outrageous to claim
that foreigners automatically bring crime, as if it were
ingrained in their DNA or it
were some part of their “uncivilized” culture.
If crime is more prevalent
in poorer nations, it is because of the corrupt institutions in place and the extreme
inequality, much of which can
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National Geographic’s giant
map comes to Oxford
JENNIFER FRONING
thedmnews@gmail.com

National Geographic’s traveling map of Europe will come
to Oxford Elementary School
to help students learn about
the world around them.
The Giant Traveling Map will
arrive in Oxford Thursday and
spend two days on display for
Oxford community members
to visit.
The Mississippi Geographic
Alliance, a National Geographic affiliate, organizes map tours
throughout the state. Each
state has its own Geographic Alliance, but not all states
participate in the giant map
program. To participate, the
alliance pays for the maps and
organizes the state tour.
Mississippi has only been a
part of the map’s national tour
for the last five years. This year,
the map will spend time at nine
Mississippi schools. It arrived
in the state late last month in
Long Beach and will make its
final stop in Oxford this week.
The map of Europe is visiting Oxford schools on the tails
of an “A” letter grade and 745
point score in the 2015-2016
Accountability Results. The
Oxford School District was
ranked first out of all Mississippi school districts in October
2016, based on performance,
growth and graduation rate.
Mississippi has hosted each
of National Geographic’s maps
except for the Pacific Ocean
and the Solar System recreations. This is the first time
the European map has been to
Mississippi.
Carly Lovorn, assistant director of the Mississippi Geographic Alliance, said she
hopes the map will get students

CITY

continued from page 1
The neighborhood’s preliminary plan includes New Orleans
French Quarter-style architecture, according to the proposal.
The “Lamar Town Center,”
the project’s working title,
would be the host to community businesses, restaurants and
shops. The proposed neighbor-

hooked on world history.
“In a lot of ways, it’s peaking
students’ interest in a subject,
in this case Europe, so the map
has lots of activities on it,” Lovorn said. “Hopefully for a lot
of students, they’re going to
think, ‘This is really cool, and I
want to learn more.’”
The learning map measures
26 feet wide and 26 feet long,
and its activities are designed
for students from kindergarten
to eighth grade. Oxford Elementary invites non-students
to come see the map in the
gymnasium during Community Day on Thursday.
On Community Day, Oxonians can walk along the map
to see where their ancestors
are from, places they have been
and learn about places they
want to travel to in the future,
Lovorn said.
“It covers a variety of physical and political geography,”
Lovorn said. “They can learn
about animals; they can learn
about culture. A lot of times, if
a teacher is teaching on a certain topic, we can do that, as
well.”
Theresa Bates, local second
grade gifted teacher, wrote the
grant to bring the National
Geographic Maps to the school.
She said it is very important to
broaden the children’s understanding of the world, and the
map can do it in a fun yet educational way.
“The kids love seeing the
huge maps,” Bates said. “They
still remember walking in their
socks all over the map.”
The map features versions
of games like “Simon Says,”
where students find geographical countries or areas on the
map, and “All Aboard the
Landmark Carousel,” which

explores well-known European landmarks. In “The Grid
Game,” students use latitude
and longitude to find certain
locations on the map.
To help older students learn,
organizers can stack plastic
cones to heights representing
different cities’ populations on
the map. Lovorn said this interactive learning helps information stick with the students
more than simply looking at a
table or graph can.
Lovorn
said
motivated
teachers are a key to the map
program’s local success.
“We bring the map and have
people running activities,” Lovorn said. “But your organizing
teacher has to get the schedule
right so all the kids get to see it
and do extensions in the classroom and takes really motivated partners.”
Bates said educators must
continue to support social studies and geography in the classroom with real-world activities
like these maps because it will
help to develop the students’
understanding of the world
they will inherit someday.
National Geographic sponsors traveling map programs
for each continent and recently
added a map of the solar system to its repertoire. Lovorn
said the map program began
with a traveling map of Asia.
“We just had it in Jackson at
the Natural Science Museum;
that’s one of our partners, and
it was a big hit,” she said. “We
invited some teachers to come
see it and if they might like it.
The next year we decided to
try a few different places, and
it just sort of ballooned from
there to the whole state.”

hood would be in Alderman
Rick Addy’s Ward I.
Daniel said the city has been
working in close contact with
property developers Mac Monteith and Todd Paine for more
than a year.
The actual construction of
the development could take
anywhere from five to 10 years,
with multiple phases to complete.
In two weeks, the board will

hold a public hearing where the
developers will present more
specifics on the future property
and residents may voice concerns or ask questions.
The city will have an additional public hearing two weeks
after the first hearing and then
will vote on proceeding with the
development.
“This is a first, and it has been
a challenge,” Daniel said.

PHOTOS BY: LOUIS BENTON

Rooster’s denies allegations made by Mississippi Alcoholic Beverage Control;
however, for 28 days, the bar’s liquor license is suspended.

ROOSTER’S

continued from page 1
suspended for a week in December 2016.
In April 2015, The Levee,
The Library and Rib Cage were
found in violation of selling
beer to minors, according to
an Oxford Police Department
crime report.
Rooster’s will not be open to
serve food during its suspension. Michael said employees
of the bar will work at his other
business in Oxford, Mr. Feather’s, during the suspension period.
Oxford resident Danica
McOmber visited Rooster’s frequently for karaoke nights and
said she will enjoy other bars in

town while Rooster’s is temporarily closed.
“I made it a habit to go to
Rooster’s every Wednesday
for karaoke,” McOmber said.
“Currently, I am looking at
Frank and Marlee’s for karaoke
on Thursdays. I might also try
Mr. Feather’s, but I am not sure
how big the crowds get there.”
Michael said Rooster’s has
a very good relationship with
ABC and is looking forward to
reopening to the public after
Ole Miss’ spring break.
“The issue settled was an issue that has been going on for
well over a year, and it just so
happened to be settled Feb. 20
at 10 a.m.,” Michael said. “I’m
happy with the settlement. We
have a great relationship with
ABC and look forward to putting this behind us.”

HAPPY HOUR
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Includes discounted appetizers and drinks

SUNSET CONCERT
SERIES

EVERY WEDNESDAY,
STARTING JAN. 11 FROM 6-8PM
Live music from local musicians

662.234.3031
facebook.com/
graduatehotels
Sun.-Wed. 10:30am-1:00am, Thurs.-Sat. 10:30am-2:00am

28747

400 North Lamar Blvd.

instagram.com/
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28756
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‘Fifty Shades Darker’ lacks chemistry, emotion
CALEB PRACHT

capracht@go.olemiss.edu

Buckle your seat belts, because I’m about to get Fifty
Shades Snarkier.
It’s been two years since
the uninitiated non-readers
among us were introduced
to the tortured but smoldering billionaire Christian
Grey and his infatuation
with the coy but precocious
Anastasia Steele. Personally, I can’t help but wonder
if author E.L. James would
go back and change those
ridiculous stripper monikers to something a little
more believable if she knew
that her vampire erotica
would eventually become a
multi-million dollar enterprise.
Still, in 2015, Ellie Goulding and The Weeknd sang
along to a seemingly endless
torrent of forced dialogue
and a host of minimally stimulating sex scenes
while America watched.
Jamie Dornan and Dakota Johnson, the latter with
whom I am admittedly and
inexplicably obsessed, have
less chemistry than oil and
water. However, the sequel,
which was highly anticipated by millions of Chardonnay drinkers and Lane
Bryant wearers across the
country, is better than the
original.
First, there is infinitely more character development. We finally get a
glimpse at Christian’s past
as he tries to win Ana back.
From the physical abuse in
his childhood to the emotional abuse in his early
adulthood, it’s hard not to
pity the man, even as he
flies a private helicopter to
his penthouse apartment
(an apartment, which, in
my opinion, was the most
arousing part of the movie.
I’m a huge fan of the sleek
modern architecture, even
more so than the nipple

COURTESY: FIFTYSHADESMOVIE.COM

clamps and Ben Wa balls.)
Second, there are several
visually impressive scenes,
most of which involve some
sort of expensive-looking
excursion or incorporate
rain and the Seattle skyline.
Finally, more stuff just
happens in this movie than
in the first. There’s some
workplace drama, some
corporate intrigue and even
a little aerodynamic peril.
We get to see much more of
Christian’s family life and
learn a bit more about what
makes him tick. There’s
a threat (or two or three)
that actually move the plot,
whereas the first movie was
just an extremely melodramatic soft-core porno.
Still, I just can’t get
on board. It’s a question
I’ve heard thrown around

quite a bit, but if Christian
weren’t rich but still into
serious BDSM, would Ana
even be with him? Yes, they
are ostensibly in love, and
maybe this is just my classist bias showing, but isn’t
there something slightly
more creepy about a regular
guy who wants to tie you up
than a business tycoon?
While “Fifty Shades Darker” is an improvement upon
the first movie in many
ways, it still comes up short
of being a recommendable
movie. For starters, the
writing is excruciating. The
screenplay was written by
Niall Leonard, a switch from
Samuel Taylor-Johnson on
the original and a nepotistic
choice given that Leonard is
married to E.L. James. This
means the dialogue is on a

whole new level of sophomoric background noise.
Jamie Dornan is not a
good actor. Neither his jaw
line nor all the Lululemon
in the world can fix that. It’s
an unfortunate reality, especially when he shares the
screen with Dakota Johnson, who is a blessing to us
all.
In yet another “This is
Why Trump Won” moment,
the critics on Rotten Tomatoes are currently at a 9 percent, while the audience is
at 60 percent. At one point
early on, when most of the
people who had seen and reviewed the film were probably either fans of the novels
or critics themselves, that
gap stood at 8 to 80. A disparity is usually expected,
but this sort of difference

is excessive. My girlfriend
liked the movie, as did the
couple behind us who won
this year’s Oscar for Worst
Parenting for bringing their
infant (INFANT!!!) child to
this movie.
Look, I get it. Jamie Dornan is hot. So is Dakota
Johnson (although this is
apparently up for debate after a Twitter poll I ran that
is now making me question the eyesight of my followers). The soundtrack is
fire. But as a piece of art, as
something that is supposed
to stir in us a few more emotions than just lust and a bit
more critical observation
than drooling, “Fifty Shades
Darker” falls flat.
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Book of poetry celebrates what it means to be black
JACQUELINE KNIRNSCHILD
jaknirns@go.olemiss.edu

“Stripper in Wonderland,”
Derrick Harriell’s third poetry collection, celebrates what
it means to be black, with autobiographical details set in a
whimsical wonderland.
Derrick Harriell, director of
the Master of Fine Arts program at Ole Miss, will be reading from his new collection of
poetry, “Stripper in Wonderland,” from 6 to 8 p.m. Thursday during Thacker Mountain
Radio.
“Stripper in Wonderland” is
Harriell’s most autobiographical work yet, as it portrays a
period in his life that he’s never
written about before–his 20s,
when he was living in Atlanta as
a graduate student.
Harriell said he was invested
in graduate school, especially
in research, so he didn’t have
much time to write about that
period of his life. He was really
close friends with an NBA player who gave him opportunities
he wouldn’t have had on his
own.
“I’m living off $20 a week,
and any day he’d fly me out to
Vegas on his dime, and we’ll
end up in strip clubs and fancy dinners. None of this I can
afford,” Harriell said. “Like, if
he got a stomachache and had
to leave, I’d probably go to jail
because I can’t afford this tab.”
“Stripper in Wonderland” explores his experience and perspective on the “normalization

of strip clubs.”
“It sort of investigates that
space in the early to mid-2000s
where strip clubs became
vogue,” Harriell said.
A space normally considered
taboo had become “more of a
social space,” according to Harriell. In his 20s, he started hearing songs about strippers and
music videos with strippers,
which transformed the strip
club into a cultural movement.
“Stripper in Wonderland”
doesn’t only get its title from its
portrayal of strippers but also
from Harriell’s desire for his
poetry to strip down and strip
away various shells, guards and
barriers, especially those of the
speaker.
His vision for the collection
was not only to expose the
speaker’s eye but to also create
a wonderland component.
“I wanted to create a sort of
mystical, mythical, whimsical world,” Harriell said. “The
speaker in the poems is speaking from the past, present and
imagined future, but they’re all
connected.”
Growing up in the ‘90s in
Milwaukee, Harriell was first
drawn to hip-hop and the poetry of emcees because their
stories spoke to his experiences
growing up in a “binary existence.”
Harriell said he lived in a
“common inner-city neighborhood” but in fourth grade began
going to a suburban school with
only 2 or 3 percent black people, which raised many ques-

tions for him. His assumption,
coming from a more violent,
middle- to low-class community, was that they were all rich. “I
just assumed because (the community) was white, and I didn’t
see the same kind of violence,”
Harriell said.
Harriell was one of the first
in his family to go to college, so
there was pressure to pursue a
career that would make a lot of
money and make a name for his
family. Slam poetry, however,
was what really sparked Harriell’s passion for writing and
poetry.
“Rappers like Tupac and
Black Thought from The Roots
were really the first poets to
spark my interest in writing,”
Harriell said. “So I first started
writing raps. I saw the way these
young people were expressing
themselves. I saw the way they
were using art as a platform to
say something about social justice.”
After his first open mic, Harriell said he knew that’s what he
wanted to do.
Since that decision, Harriell
has written numerous poems,
appeared in literary journals
and anthologies and published
two poetry collections. “Stripper in Wonderland” is his third
poetry collection .
“I look at books as individual
projects,” Harriell said. “A goal
of mine is to make sure that
each project has its own identity, own thumbprint and own
social security number.”
Harriell said some aesthet-

COURTESY: AMAZON.COM

ic aspects are at the core of his
writing, but he still tries to “alter
and evolve with each project.”
With “Stripper in Wonderland,” Harriell wanted to explore the musicality of language
and create a more sonically
driven work. On Thursday at
Thacker Mountain Radio, listeners will be able to experience
the poetry’s music from Harriell
himself.
“Stripper in Wonderland” is
also very invested in funk culture and the black vernacular.
“Such a style is weird because
writers normally like to ‘preach

consistency,’ but the language
in ‘Stripper in Wonderland’ is
not consistent at all,” Harriell
said.
Harriell wanted to write a
book using everyday language
rather than academic or poetic
language.
“One minute we could be
talking about high art, and the
next minute we could be talking
about Future’s new hip-hop album,” Harriell said. “It’s really
attempting to celebrate, unapologetically, blackness and
black art.”

Bella Donna excited to perform (and eat) in Oxford
KE’ENA BELK

kmbelk@go.olemiss.edu

With hopes of enjoying
some Southern food and performing some of its new music, Bella Donna is excited to
revisit Oxford.
The five-piece is influenced by the Ozarks. According to the band’s website, “The traditional music
that flows through the hills
and hollows of the area the
group was raised in helped
them form their sound called
Ozark Jazz.”
This will be the band’s second time performing in Oxford. Bella Donna is set to
perform on Thacker Mountain Radio Thursday and
at Proud Larry’s Friday. It
performed last August at the
now-closed Shelter on Van
Buren. The owner of Shelter
on Van Buren, Lee Bowie,
helped Bella Donna find some
shows in the Tupelo and Water Valley areas.
“Lee was raving about
them and said we had to have
them on the show,” said Kate
Teague, the executive director and producer for Thacker

COURTESY: BELLA DONNA (RYAN COLLINS)

Mountain Radio.
After a little research,
Teague said she was intrigued
by the band’s style.
“I knew they would be an
awesome addition to the
show, and we are stoked to
have them,” she said.
And the feeling is mutual.
Members of Bella Donna said
they enjoyed the town and its
vibes during their last visit.
“The people we have met in

Oxford have been so kind and
willing to help,” Liz Carney,
vocalist and guitarist in Bella
Donna, said.
The band decided to return
for the town’s close proximity, local beer and tasty food.
Like many others who visit
the South for its food, Matt
Guinn, who started the band
with Carney and is the lead
guitarist, is most excited
about it.

“There are these chips
called Zapps that seem to only
be sold in the South. They’re
so good,” he said.
Members of Bella Donna,
who have been playing together for seven years, received a
great response and turnout
during their last visit.
“The people that came to our
shows listened and seemed
genuinely into our sound, and
we are a quiet band, so when
the audience is quiet we get
pumped,” Carney said.
The band plays with only
acoustic instruments, which
give off a quieter tone. This
also gives the band the opportunity to add lots of texture to
its songs. Carney, the vocalist,
often alternates in tone harmonically while feeding off
the vibes of her other band
mates.
“We’re all very in tune to
one another’s playing style,
and I think it shows in our live
sets,” Carney said.
Carney, who at first doubted her own vocal talents, has
now taken to the art and developed her skills.
The band has new songs,
such as “Lost Lover” and
“Crows,” that will be featured

in the band’s sets in Oxford.
Neither of these songs has
been recorded yet, but the
band is planning to have them
recorded by this spring. It’ll
also feature a crowd favorite
called “Creature.”
The song has a consistent
tone until its climax in the
middle, where the acoustics
pick up in pace, all while Carney’s voice mellows out the
feel of the entire song.
“We recently recorded it,
and I’m happy with how it
turned out,” she said.
The band tours and plays
shows monthly at a variety of
venues, speaking to its music’s ability to please many social settings.
“We can perform at a wedding for the bride’s entrance
and then again at the reception with a more upbeat tone
of music,” Carney said.
When it comes down to it,
the members of Bella Donna
just want to play music for
others to enjoy.
“Each of our end goals are
to be able to do this and not
have to do a ‘9-5’ or sit in an
office all day,” Carney said.
“We would rather all of us do
this as a band and travel.”

SPORTS
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New Orleans makes waves with DeMarcus Cousins
DYLAN BRISTER

thedmsports@gmail.com

The National Basketball
Association is currently in
shock after the New Orleans
Pelicans made a blockbuster
trade with the Sacramento
Kings to bring star DeMarcus Cousins to the Big Easy.
At first glance, this trade
seems painfully one-sided. In exchange for Boogie
(Cousins’ alias), the Kings
received Buddy Hield, Tyreke Evans, Langston Galloway, a top three protected
2017 first-round pick and a
future second-round pick.
This is not exactly a fair deal,
but there are more factors to
this trade than just assets
given and received.
Cousins is easily one of
the most talented big men
in the NBA and led his team

in every major category except steals, a stat he was less
than 0.2 spg from leading.
Despite his talent and performances, the Kings still sit
a game and a half outside of
the eighth seed spot in the
West. If they keep Boogie on
the roster, they’ll continue
fighting for a playoff spot
they may or may not get. After that, it seems they would
probably have resigned the
big man for a five-year max
contract worth somewhere
around $200 million after
the increased salary cap.
Next year, they would have
no cap space to sign good
free agents, rookies with potential or another star player.
Moving forward, it becomes clear the Kings are
focused more on future assets. Hield, a 23-year-old
shooting guard, may have

been shaky in his rookie
season, but he shows decent promise. Evans, originally drafted by the Kings,
can play at an NBA level but
seems to be injured more
often than not. Galloway
is a point guard just a step
above the D-League who
only occasionally gets hot.
The 2017 first-round pick
is protected, and unless the
second-round pick turns out
to be Jimmy Butler or Isiah
Thomas, it won’t be too
much help. The Kings’
situation continues to
look worse and worse.
However, if Hield
develops, Evans stays
healthy and Sacramento snags a couple
good draft picks, their
rebuild could be less
painful than antic-

ipated. On the flip side, the
Pelicans lose two shooters,
of which they were already
short, and another draft pick
to put around the immensely talented Anthony Davis.
In return, they got an attitude and a less-than-ideal
contract situation. Cousins
is set to become a free agent
after the 2017-2018 season, and his agent publicly

said he would not resign
for any team that traded for
him. If Boogie refuses to gel
with Davis and the Pelicans’
small ball system, it could
really backfire on New Orleans, leaving them with no
picks in this draft and out
three players. Yet, in an ideal world, the Pelicans could
have the best front court in
the league this year.
At second glance, the
Kings might not have made
the worst deal in the world,
especially being caught between Boogie and a hard
place. Focusing on the trade
and not speculation, though,
the Pelicans got a steal for an
all-star and hopefully found
someone who can keep Davis with the franchise. New
Orleans definitely comes out
on top.
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Rebels cruise past Arkansas State
CAMERON BROOKS

thedmsports@gmail.com

Dominance: the only word
that could describe the Rebels’ midweek performance
against Arkansas State.
This youthful team continues to show it shouldn’t
be overlooked. Arkansas
State put up a total of 35
runs in its sweep against the
New York Institute of Technology this past weekend.
A pitching staff formed of
true freshmen held it to four
runs off five hits, including
an absurd number of strikeouts.
Ole Miss starter Will
Ethridge made his first
of many midweek starts
against the Red Wolves,
collecting 10 strikeouts in
five innings, the most by a
Rebel freshman since Justin
Cryer in 2007. He allowed
four runs, only two of which
PHOTO BY: LOUIS BENTON
were earned, and tossed 80
pitches en route to the first Junior Will Golsan hits during Tuesday night’s game against the Arkansas State Red Wolves. Golsan contributed four hits
to the Rebels’ victory.
win of his college career.
“You can tell with his pres- ing 19 for the whole game.
Will Golsan inked his
“We were just locked in
ence on the mound, nothing
The four freshmen pitch- name as one of the most and trying to get quality atseems speed up like it does ers’ 19 strikeouts are the consistent hitters with one bats,” Golsan said. “We are
with some freshman,” as- most in a game since April of the most impressive per- swinging the bat well.”
sistant coach Mike Clement 10, 2015, in a 16-inning formances on the day. GolThe win moved the Rebsaid. “He’s been that way game at Vanderbilt and were san contributed four out of els to 4-0 on the season as
since day one.”
two shy from the school re- the 16 total hits, with two they prepare to open anothAfter striking out the cord (21).
RBIs and three doubles.
er home series this weekend
side in the second inning,
Freshmen were also con“He is kind of quiet kid, against undefeated UniEthridge came out in the tributing to more than just doesn’t speak unless spo- versity of North Carolina
third inning and fanned pitching, as left fielder ken to. He just goes about Wilmington. First pitch is
three more. He struck out Thomas Dillard went 3-4, his business,” Clement said. set for 4 p.m. Friday.
five hitters in a row.
bumping up his season av- “He is a tremendously hard
“I didn’t realize it until erage to .583.
worker. He keeps his mouth
I got back in the dugout,”
“If you watch his BP, you shut and just really plays
Ethridge said. “I tried to can almost think that it’s the game the right way. I am
put that behind me and just home run derby, and then proud of him.”
keep pitching to get more he gets in the game and has
Golsan has played second
swings and misses.”
a really mature approach,” base and first base successEthridge wasn’t the only Clement said. “He’s come fully in the past two seasons
freshman turning heads in in and not missed a beat and hit in the upper .200s
the game, as his relief pitch- through four games.”
for both seasons, as well.
er Houston Roth, a prodDillard continues to show Golsan’s team-oriented attiuct of Oxford High School, promise and is backing up tude gives this young lineup
added five strikeouts in two the hype centered around a sense of stability moving
innings. Ryan Rolison and him after hitting .438 with forward, knowing he is goGreer Holston each added 49 RBIs during his senior ing to do whatever he can to
two more strikeouts, total- year.
help out the team.

CLASSIFIEDS INFORMATION
To place your ad in The Daily Mississippian Classifieds section, visit:
http://www.thedmonline.com/classifieds.
The DEADLINE to place, correct or cancel an ad is 12 p.m. one business day in
advance. The Daily Mississippian is published Monday through Friday when
school is in session except during the summer session which is Thursdays.
Classified ads must be prepaid. All major credit cards accepted. No refunds
on classified ads once published.
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- $0.25 per word per day
- 15-word minimum
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201 BISHOP HALL • 662.915.5503
APARTMENT FOR RENT

LARGE 2 BEDROOM/2.5 BATH
townhouse with W/D included. No
pets. 1 year lease. Quiet atmosphere.
Deposit required. Call (662)234-0000

TOWNHOME 1 and 2 bedroom townhomes available now and for fall semester 2017. Great location within
gated community. Walking distance
to campus. Located on the OUT Transit line. Please call for more details.
662.816.3955

WEEKEND RENTAL

WEEKEND RENTALS Event weekends or any time. Locally owned and
operated, BBB accredited (662)8016692 www.oxfordtownhouse.com

BUSINESS

TRANSCULTURAL CARE ADHD,
Anxiety, Bipolar, Depression, Psych
Evaluation & Medication Management
www.transcultural-care.com Tel: 662234-5317 Olamide Alabi, PMHNP-BC

TICKETS FOR SALE

BON JOVI “This house is Not for
Sale” concert tickets. FedEx Forum,
Thursday, March 16, 2017. Tickets
purchased through Ticketmaster. Section 6 E Seats 1 and 2. Great Seats.
Serious inquiries only. $400.00. Email:
Tstretch1633@yahoo.com
33705

ETHRIDGE

continued from page 8
run derby and then he gets
in the game and has a really
mature approach,” Clement
said. “He takes what they
give him.”
Perhaps no one has gotten
off to a hotter start than the
often forgotten Will Golsan,
who went 4-5 with three doubles and a pair of RBI on the
night.
“He’s the guy that gets lost
in the shuffle. Bortles and
Blackman are the captains,
and then you have this young
recruiting class that everybody is talking about. No one
really talks about Golsan,”
Clement said. “He is on his
third year and probably has
the most career at-bats outside of Bortles of anyone on
our offense and hits close to
.300 every year.”
Golsan’s been steady and
consistent throughout a career that has seen him play
four different positions. The
junior right-fielder is seeing
the ball well early on in this
season.
“I am just trying to get the
barrel on the ball and put up
quality at bats out there,”
Golsan said.
Nine different Rebels had
hits, and four had multiple
hits, with Nick Fortes and
Kyle Watson joining Golsan
and Dillard in that club. The
win moved Ole Miss to 4-0
on the year. It will welcome
UNC-Wilmington to town
this weekend. First pitch is
set for 4 p.m. Friday.

SPORTS
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Ethridge strikes out 10 in Ole Miss’ 16-4 win
BRIAN SCOTT RIPPEE
thedmsports@gmail.com

When Will Ethridge toed
the rubber in his first career
college start on Tuesday, he
wanted to leave the mound
on his own terms. Aside
from a rising pitch count
that spiked to 81 in the fifth
inning, he did just that while
striking out 10 and chalking
up his first win in a 16-4 rout
of Arkansas State.
“Coach B told me yesterday to go out there and pitch
how we pitched during the
fall and the spring and that
we had worked hard for it,”
Ethridge said. “I just wanted to come out on my own
terms there.”
Ethridge commanded his
fastball well and kept hitters
off balance with a hard slider and a changeup he’s been
developing over the last year.
He repeatedly missed Red
Wolves bats, five how his
strikeouts were the swinging
variety. He also froze them
with that changeup and slider, as five were seated after
looking at strike three.
“Coach B was calling some
really good pitches. I just
focused on hitting my spots
and getting guys to foul balls

off, and the slider, which is
the wipeout pitch,” Ethridge
said. “I was feeling really
good. I felt like I was locating my pitches really well. I
had guys down in the bullpen telling me that if I kept
hitting my spots, I would
pitch well today. I just focused on that.”
He had one stretch in the
second and third innings
in which he had whiffed
five Arkansas State hitters
in a row. Of the four runs
he allowed, only two were
earned. He ran into a little
bit of a pinch in the fifth inning, a frame in which the
Red Wolves scored half of
their runs. But he bore down
and finished the inning.
“He’s got really good stuff.
His stuff is what it is, and he
is going to be a really good
pitcher for us,” assistant
coach Mike Clement said.
“It was good for him to get
his feet wet, throw and get a
win and face some adversity
in the fifth inning and was
able to bear down and get
out of it. I was really proud
of him.”
Since Ethridge has been on
campus, the coaching staff
has been impressed with his
maturity. It was evident he
was ready to contribute im-

PHOTO BY: LOUIS BENTON

Will Ethridge pitches during Tuesday night’s game against Arkansas State. Rebels defeated the Red Wolves 16-4.
mediately. But how he has
handled himself has spoken
loudly, as well.
“All the way through the
recruiting process, and you
can tell on the mound that
nothing looks sped up like it
does with some freshmen,”
Clement said. “He’s been
that way since day one, since

we started intrasquads. Just
his presence on the mound,
and he is a strike thrower
and has really good stuff.
That’s an obviously really
good combination, and he is
going to win a lot of games.”
The offense backed up
Ethridge’s outing. Ole Miss
scored 16 runs on 16 hits.

Thomas Dillard was 3-4 and
is now 7-12 in his young career.
“This weekend, he saw
a lot of really tough pitches and didn’t chase. If you
watch his BP, you can almost think that it is home

SEE ETHRIDGE PAGE 7

Want the experience of a lifetime,
every day?
Applications Available for

Student Media Center
Leadership Positions
for 2017-2018

• Daily Mississippian Editor in Chief

• Rebel Radio Manager
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Social media propels controversy, conversation for Ole Miss students who protested Friday
CLARA TURNAGE

thedmeditor@gmail.com
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One in five
women and
one in 71 men
will be raped at
some point in
their lives (a) 46.4%
lesbians, 74.9%
bisexual women and
43.3% heterosexual
women reported sexual
violence other than rape
during their lifetimes, while
40.2% gay men, 47.4%
bisexual men and 20.8%
heterosexual men reported
sexual violence other than rape
during their lifetimes. (p) Nearly one
in 10 women has been raped by an
intimate partner in her lifetime, including completed forced penetration,
attempted forced penetration or
alcohol/drug-facilitated completed penetration. Approximately one in 45 men has been
made to penetrate an intimate partner during
his lifetime. (b) 91% of the victims of rape and
sexual assault are female, and 9% are male (o)In
eight out of 10 cases of rape, the victim knew the
person who sexually assaulted them (l 8% of rapes
occur while the victim is at work (e)Cost and ImpactEach rape costs approximately $151,423 (d) Annually,
rape costs the U.S. more than any other crime ($127
billion), followed by assault ($93 billion), murder ($71
billion), and drunk driving ($61 billion) (l)81% of women and
35% of men report significant short-term or long-term
impacts such as Post- Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD)
(a)Health care is 16% higher for women who were sexually
abused as children (m) Child sexual abuseOne in four girls and one
in six boys will be sexually abused before they turn 18 years old
(f)34% of people who sexually abuse a child are family members
(n)12.3% of women were age 10 or younger at the time of their first
rape/victimization, and 30% of women were between the ages of 11 and
17 (a)27.8% of men were age 10 or younger at the time of their first
rape/victimization (a) More than one-third of women who report being
raped before age 18 also experience rape as an adult (a)96% of people who
sexually abuse children are male, and 76.8% of people who sexually abuse
children are adults (n)325,000 children are at risk of becoming victims of
commercial child sexual exploitation each year (m) The average age at which girls
first become victims of prostitution is 12 to 14 years old, and the average age for
boys is 11 to 13 years old (m) Campus Sexual assault One in 5 women and one in 16
men are sexually assaulted while in college (i). More than 90% of sexual assault victims
on college campuses do not report the assault (c) 63.3% of men at one university who
self-reported acts qualifying as rape or attempted rape admitted to committing repeat
rapes (j) Crime reports Rape is the most under-reported crime; 63% of sexual assaults are
not reported to police (o). Only 12% of child sexual abuse is reported to the authorities (g).
The prevalence of false reporting is between2% and 10%. For example, a study of eight U.S.
communities, which included 2,059 cases of sexual assault, found a 7.1% rate of false reports
(k).A study of 136 sexual assault cases in Boston found a 5.9% rate of false reports (j). ResearchGRAPHIC BY: MARISA MORRISSETTE AND MARY RUTH WOMBLE
ers studied 812 reports of sexual assault from 2000-03 and found a 2.1% rate of false reports (h).
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The Red Zone, the time between the beginning of school and Thanksgiving break, is when students are most likely to
be sexually assaulted. In the annual security report and annual fire safety report 2016, there were eight reported rapes
on campus. During just the first 10 weeks of school on the Ole Miss campus in the fall of 2016, there have already been
three rapes reported. This special edition of The Daily Mississippian digs deep into the social issue of sexual assault.

• The Ole Miss yearbook Editor in Chief
• NewsWatch Ole Miss Manager
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How certain beliefs can lead
to negative consequences

University takes home awards
at journalism conference

Actor Danny Glover speaks at
Oxford Film Festival

Four takeaways from
Saturday’s basketball loss
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Making Ole
a statement
Miss sweeps No. 10 ECU

A

BRIAN SCOTT RIPPEE

crowd of 9,000
stood on its feet
and
watched
Dallas Woolfolk
work swiftly on the mound,
locating a mid-90s a fastball
on both sides of the plate. The
sophomore right-hander had
inherited a bases loaded mess
with no one out in the eighth

inning, relieving Greer Holston
in a game that Ole Miss led 8-6.
“The crowd started cheering,
and it pumped me up. I was
ready for it,” Woolfolk said.
It was a chance for East Carolina to regain control of a game
it once led 6-2 just two innings
prior. Three Pirate runners occupied the bases only to watch

Woolfolk pump fastball after
fastball into the mitt of catcher Nick Fortes, mixing in a
sharp slider to keep the top of
the ECU lineup off balance. He
struck out three consecutive
hitters to get Ole Miss out of
a pinch, and his six-out save
clinched an 8-6 win for the
Rebels as well as a sweep of

JACQUELINE KNIRNSCHILD

inally issued Jan. 27.
“Change Mississippi is a
grassroots focused effort to
make Mississippi the great
place we know it can be,” Grover said.
Signs reading “#Let’sTalkAbout” hung from the tents,
clueing visitors into the issues
being discussed at each booth.
Participants talked over Muslim history, Islamic extremism,
life in the U.S. and a discussion
titled “What’s Going on in the
Middle East.” There was also
a tent labeled “Learn to Write
Arabic,” in which Ole Miss students learning Arabic would
write a visitor’s name.
Mahmoud ElSohly, pharmacy professor and president

of the Oxford Muslim Society, spoke at Sunday’s event.
ElSohly said he has lived as
a Muslim in Oxford for more
than 40 years.
“We really want you to talk
to us, learn things from us,
what we are, who we are and
what we stand for,” ElSohly
said. “We want you to get that
information from us, not the
media.”
ElSohly recited a verse from
the Quran, emphasizing God’s
creation of different tribes
and communities in order to
get together and learn about
each other.
“Islam doesn’t teach us to

10th-ranked East Carolina.
“I don’t know if I’ve ever
seen a more dominant performance. I don’t know if there
can be,” head coach Mike Bianco said. “With the situation,
and the talented team that he
is facing and to strike out five
out of six right there in the
middle of their lineup, it was

just terrific.”
East Carolina jumped on Ole
Miss starter Brady Feigl out of
the gate, plating two runs in the
opening inning on a two-RBI
base hit from Travis Watkins.
Feigl made it five innings and
was responsible for five runs

M

ore
than
100
protesters waited
on the crowded
Lyceum
carpet
Friday as student leaders and
university
administration
spoke behind closed doors just
one floor above them.
Hours before, those same
students
were
wandering
around
campus
doing
homework or talking to
friends, planning for gameday
or attending class, but common
cause had drawn them all to
a protest at the heart of the
university.
On Thursday night, Jordan
Samson, an Ole Miss business
major, commented on a
Facebook post about the riots
in Charlotte, where protesters
have rallied around the death
of Keith Lamont Scott, who
was shot by policemen.
“I have a tree with room for
all of them if you want to settle
this Wild West style,” the
comment said.
After NY Daily News reporter
Shaun King pointed out the
comment and several hundred
people retweeted it or posted
it to Facebook, many looked
to university administration to
respond.
UM
NAACP
President
Tysianna Marino told The Daily
Mississippian in a telephone
interview that she wanted
to give the administration
the opportunity to respond
appropriately
before
organizing a response from the
association.
Chancellor Jeffrey Vitter’s
initial response was issued
around noon Friday.
“The university leadership
and I are aware of recent
comments made on social
media that have generated
concern by members of
the Ole Miss community,”
the statement said. “The
University
of
Mississippi
condemns the use of language
that might encourage or
condone violence. Instead,
let’s be respectful and civil in
our discourse, as called for in
the Creed.”
The statement did not

SEE LYCEUM PAGE 6

PHOTOS BY: ARIEL COBBERT

TOP: Dominique Scott, treasurer of NAACP and president of Students Against Social
Injustice, and Jaylon Martin, vice president of NAACP, state their list of demands for
university administrators. LEFT: Dominique Scott, Allen Coon and Makala McNeil discuss
and draft up their list of demands. RIGHT: Students have civil dialogue with Andrew
Soper, ASB senator, and sponsor of Our State Flag Foundation, on
the steps of the Lyceum after several students voice their concern
about him being in the Lyceum during the sit-in. LEFT: Brandon
Jones prepares a sign, that reads, “Why is the value of our lives
being questioned,” for the sit-in in the Lyceum.

REBELS TRIUMPH OVER GEORGIA
SEE INSIDE PAGES 10 AND 12

SEE BASEBALL PAGE 8

Non-proﬁt connects Muslim locals, other Oxonians
thedmnews@gmail.com

Non-profit
organization
Change Mississippi hosted an
event aimed at breaking down
borders between different
faiths this Sunday at the Square.
For the inaugural “Meet Your
Neighbors,” members of the
Oxford Muslim Society and Ole
Miss Muslim Student Association set up tents in Oxford City
Hall’s parking lot and answered
questions about their faith.
Change Mississippi President
Ryan Grover said the event was
a response to President Donald
Trump’s executive order banning immigrants from seven
Muslim-majority nations, orig-

PHOTO BY: ARIEL COBBERT

Robert Allen, known as “Brother Robert,” shares stories with Ole Miss students
Quinn Chandler, Sarah Charlton and Tyler White during the Meet Your Neigh-

SEE NEIGHBORS PAGE 3 bors event Sunday.

Pick up an application at the Student Media Center, 201 Bishop Hall, during business
hours, 8-5, M-F. Previous Student Media experience required. These are paid positions
that require a minimum 2.5 GPA, and full-time student status.
APPLICATION DEADLINE: Feb. 29

